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About This Game

POPixel is a game made with pixelart. It's the perfect mix between casual and adventure styles. You control an acrobat bullet-
man that blows up balloons jumping on them, but it's not that simple: each balloon has an unique behavior.

Explore 4 differents worlds with 30 levels each, blow up every balloon you find and don't forget to collect all the 3 coins in
each level. Unravel aerodynamic puzzles and floating challenges, find out what each balloon does and use them in your favor to

complete your task.

Features:

Dozen kinds of balloons, each one with unique behavior.

Four different world with 30 levels each. And more to come.

Pixelart.
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I'M A FIRESTARTER, TWISTED FIRESTARTER - Prodigy

Okay maybe not a firestarter but you are a sidekick for a demolitions expert named Frank (who seems to revel in calling you a
'rookie') as you navigate around the grounds of Edmont Worsted Industrial complex in 96 Mill St, Rhode Island to prep and place
explosives at key points marked out by Frank.
As you explore each area you will hear Frank eloquently update you with warnings or advice of that location but he also sounds
spooked by the abandoned, run down photo-locations and is very keen to get the job done then GTFO!

in addition to Frank's ramblings, you will discover dictaphone recordings scattered around that reveal a past investigation adding to
the backstories of the 'jumpscare' ghost elements that appear throughout the game. These 'jumpscares' are mostly sound effects or a
flashing image that appears so they are not frightening in any sense of the word.
There is also historical backstory to the Owner in the form of clippings & reports as an extra objective so there is an interesting
variety of plots to this game.

The game's purpose is to follow arrow directions that lead you further into 96 Mill to either unlock doors\/rooms or collect items
for your inventory. As you explore there is the option of using the arrows OR using the Map for quick teleport, the game will
autosave during progression of objectives and assignments such as collecting the dictaphones or placing of the explosives. Once you
unlock 1 of 2 endgame areas (marked as 'Optional' on map) and then travel to there the game completes giving any of 10
endings depending on what objectives were fully completed. This creates quicker replays since you will become more aware of
what objectives to do & know which weren't completed when reattempting to uncover further endings.

The game presentation is simple but effective, I liked its use of photo-locations because it evoked memories of countless
hours spent playing SSSG puzzle\/escape games (Super Sneaky Spy Guy - check them out if you never heard of them because
you will see the inspirations taken from them). The eerie music adds to the atmosphere and the simplistic effects aren't mind
blowing but are effective if you're playing with the lights off with headphones! There is great use of voice acting that really
adds to the experience and I personally think if that element was taken away from this game it would seriously devalue its
gameplay.
The game does have weaknesses in that it overcompensates in guiding you through the game but if you don't make use of the
Map or aren't fully absorbed in the direction of the story it is very easy to get lost mid-game ending up with an early game
completion. This could get frustrating for some players who don't enjoy repetition or want a smooth gameplay in one sitting
but I would advise these player types to either avoid this or take this into consideration as it's purpose is to replay and uncover
multiple endings
I also had an unusual issue with the Menu when attempting to load a game after an ending had happened, it would bring up
a file to select but when you choose it the game fails to load beyond showing a flashing '96'. Yet after restarting I found that
if I clicked new game then clicked the mouse as it was loading it would take me to my last location point before the past game
had ended! Whether this was what it is meant to do is unclear but if so why was I having the Continue\/Load Game issues?

Don't let my moaning of the loading deter you from this game because it is an enjoyable story & the gameplay is addicting in
both its mysteries and its multiple endings. I managed to uncover 8 of its 10 endings during the 5 or so hours of playing but it
is achievable in less.
One thing lacking which I believe would compliment the tasks in this game is Achievements plus trading cards wouldn't be a
bad idea too then it would be worth its full price.

~~~Liked what you see? You can find more at Have a word ~~~. It's been almost one year since the last patch, and yet there
are glaring Turn Zero bugs still present. What makes it so bad is these bugs (like Yalta not affecting Suez Crisis) are simple
ones, not complex AI issues. And their presence makes it completely invalid to play Turn Zero in certain ways.

Shame!. It's Game Dev Tycoon 1.5. Worth 10 bucks if you thought GDT was.. Honestíssimo! Merece 99 vidas. An interesting
and well-crafted game which has an art style vaguely reminiscent of the original Half-Life. Unfortunetely, it's full of odd bugs,
like where you fall through the floor or your gun unloads itself.. Game has a sense of being way too overpowered when it comes
to differences in levels....lower levels have more or less no chance when it comes to 1v1 unless you dodge all attacks....even then
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lag in this game is so bad it will make sure you get hit lol. even though you dodge at the correct time. this game is pretty much
catering to people who either exploit a juggle mechanic to kill you in traps or the stun mechanic. first few games i did enjoy. but
after having to face a team of high levels. against a team of low levels...well....it just pointed out all the bad mechanics of the
game. it made me feel pretty much hopeless. if they added weapons as cosmetics not hp buffing and damage modifying then i
would be ok with a game that is based on arena combat but its a little unfair chucking new people in with high levels and being
like come at me bro. 4/10 enjoyable for the first few matches until the flaws truly kick in,. Lion that can't even jump?What a
trash game!
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This does not have the Guardian Theme!!!!!

I purchased this DLC just for that song and am left empty handed.. Ski Hard: Lorsbruck is an interesting game to review. It
delivers what it sets out to, and the developer is extremely honest about how hard and unrealistic it is. It feels like a 3d version
of SkiFree, although it has a lot more going for it than the 1990s original.

I've played quite a few hours of SkiHard, and after smashing my fist against the desk numerous times, not because I've messed
up, but because the game has just decided to part my player from his skis on a patch of ground that was previously working... Or
that my player left the ground for a microsecond and that "lean on the turn button" suddenly became "spin uncontrollably",
sending me off into the powder....

This game badly needs a control overhaul and a playability overhaul. In and of itself, the game is pretty fun and offers a lot of
variety with the game modes and challenges.. However as the game carries on, the game doesn't get harder, it just gets more
infuriating.

You have to remember that the later levels are more complex, and by more complex I mean 'bumpy', and the moment the game
gets bumpy, the controls go to hell in a handbasket. Which means that you start out in early levels with a relatively controllable
skier, and by the later levels, the skier bobs, spins, falls, and crashes out like a spinning top on meth.

I'm sure that with perseverence to learn every micronuance of the course topography I could find the best route through the
obstacles, or just beat the course times with dumb luck, but I don't have all that much time, and the payoff doesn't seem worth
it.

I really hope the dev fixes the controls and makes this game less infuriating, because there's nothing stopping this being a well-
regarded game but for that.
. I'll be brief here.

Unlike the Hero trilogy by the same publisher, this game has a much weaker story and low replayability.
Yes, you can - but why would you want to?

It passes the time, once. But if you expect a heroic story, don't. The author does endeavor to put in a lot of shout-outs and
references, leaving your side of story - despite everything you're given - kinda bland.

It's your choice, really, but having played it twice, I do not recommend it.. Cute, fun little adventure game about taking care of a
B&B full of quirky ghosts. A calm and heartwarming experience with great art and nice music.. A quirky rough and ready 3D -
2D platformer, with voice overs from the same guy (by the sounds of it) as "one day for Ched". No insta-die here though. Infact
its quite the opposite with lots of lives and progress save points to help you clear through the levels. You have a settings page
where you can change screen resolution / go fullscreen. But currently not possible to change control keys, which is a
disapointment, as I would have like to not use the mouse, and just use the keyboard by itself, by asigning another key to fire,
and weapon scroll. So I would recommend using a controller for this one.

It feels very early access, with level's to come etc. Ukranian ninja has a cute compact miniture size, which suggests he's really, a
little person. It looks really cute to see him pound away on his enemies ... Although a lot of the time, you will find you can hop
on their heads. You have various weapons, the ones of which I have unlocked so far, are flying stars, and a sword. There is also
an AK-47 by the looks of it. You can change from melee betreen your available weapons using the scroll wheel on your mouse.

The progress through the levels is guided with orbs in a lot of places which give you the way to go to complete objectives and
get maximum gold. There is a store to spend the gold in, with 10 gold for health, 10 gold for throwing stars, and 50 gold for
AK47 ammo. You stand infront of what you want, and press e (y on controller).

Cards drop quick which is nice, and neccessary as it only takes a couple of hours at most to beat. The second and later stages
seemed more buggy and less thought though. For example running through a train that you cant see the ninja in. The price is
appropriate, would like to see some achievements. All in all not a bad game.. story:6.5\/10
character:9\/10
CG:7\/10
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system:8\/10
bgm and music:7\/10
at all:7\/10
i think threres some place that can skip such as yuuko got heart disease,it is possible to end after the two girls fix their problem.
i don't really recommend people to play this game but its cheap so you can try it if u have lots of time.. One of the first things I
tried on getting a Vive... mobile doesn't even compare. If you get an HMD you owe it to yourself to try this in VR. Not the real
thing but a pretty solid shadow of it. I'm buying the game when I'm no longer broke for that simple reason.

Also after playing around with the editing tools, as mentioned they're complex but powerful - if you prefer tools that emphasise
ease of use, you'll rather want to try something like Planet Coaster or ye olde RCT. Otherwise you're going to be in coaster
building heaven as long as you're willing to do some learning up.
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